Join ISCB Today!

- Become a part of the world’s largest bioinformatics network advancing this specialized science through meetings, publications, public policy advocacy, and online member communications and networking communities.
- Save on reduced-rate admission to attend the longest running and most highly regarded annual meetings of our science. In most cases the discount to just one ISCB or affiliated meeting is greater than the annual cost of membership.
- Earn the opportunity of a free membership as an author of a research paper accepted for publication by Bioinformatics, an official journal of the ISCB.
- Take advantage of significant subscription discounts off several top journals of computational biology and bioinformatics to stay current on pertinent scientific advances.
- Learn about job opportunities around the globe and share opportunities available at your own institution.
- Make a statement about your professional commitment to computational biology/bioinformatics by joining or renewing your membership today!

To become a member please visit us on the web or mail us at the address below. We look forward to your participation.

International Society for Computational Biology
9500 Gilman Drive, MC 0743
UCSD Pharmaceutical Sciences Bldg, Rm 3230
La Jolla, CA 92093-0743
USA

phone: +1 858 822 0852
web portal: www.iscb.org
email: info@iscb.org

ISCB Journals

Bioinformatics is a traditional subscription journal that offers its authors an open-access option immediately upon publication. ISCB members are exclusively entitled to deep discounts for print and online subscriptions to Bioinformatics and select other Oxford Journals.

Published by Oxford Journals
Oxford University Press

PLoS Computational Biology is the first open-access computational biology journal with a focus on the application of computational methods. As a fully open-access publication, it is freely available worldwide.

Published by the Public Library of Science

The leading professional society for the new era of computational biology

International Society for Computational Biology

ISCB is a scholarly society dedicated to advancing the scientific understanding of living systems through computation.

www.iscb.org
About ISCB
Founded in 1997, the International Society for Computational Biology is now the world’s largest global professional society dedicated to the advancement of computational biology and bioinformatics. ISCB communicates the significance of our science to the larger scientific community, governments, and the public-at-large through its information-rich web portal, conferences, journal publications, science policy statements, and by affiliating with regional organizations and institutes serving our scientific community.

Conferences
ISCB organizes several important annual computational biology meetings, including its flagship annual international conference on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology (ISMB), as well as the Rocky Mountain Bioinformatics Conference (Rocky), and the Conference on Semantics in Healthcare and Life Sciences (CSDLAS).

Additionally, ISCB continues its long-term partnership with the European Conference on Computational Biology (ECCB), and sponsorships of the Asia-Pacific BioNet’s International Conference on Computational Biology (InCoB), the Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing (PSB), and the international conference on Research in Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB).

The ISCB Africa and ISCB Latin America regional meetings are the result of our newest efforts to bring internationally renowned speakers to members in underserved regions.

Membership Benefits
More than 2500 members in over 70 countries gain easy access to key information about the fast moving science of bioinformatics and the people doing it.

Membership benefits begin immediately upon enrollment. Below are just a few highlights...

Conference Registration Discounts
The exclusive member discount for any one or two of the below conferences is typically greater than the cost of an annual membership.
- ISCB’s annual conferences: CSHALAS, ISMB, Rocky
- ISCB’s regional conferences: Africa, Latin America
- ECCB
- InCoB
- PSB
- RECOMB
- Many other affiliated regional and commercial conferences.

Travel Fellowship Awards are granted to selected students and post-docs to attend conferences.

Free postings of post doc and job opportunities at member institutions are offered exclusively to current members.

YourName@iscb.org e-mail account enables each member to create a personalized email address under the iscb.org domain, eliminating the need to change addresses throughout the many stages of a scientific career.

Publications
ISCB’s two official journals, Bioinformatics, a traditional subscription-model journal with author-optional open access, and PLoS Computational Biology, a fully open access publication, offer members the opportunity to submit their best work for peer review in whichever publishing model suits their needs. In addition, several other journals feature subscription discounts exclusively to ISCB members.

Affiliates
The global expansion of computational biology has enabled scientists everywhere to form regional groups, institutes and research centers. The ISCB Affiliates Program provides a link between the international society and these related organizations, with a focus on sharing news and information to help each organization grow and thrive. ISCB welcomes inquiries from organizations interested in the affiliates program.

Student Council
With one-third of ISCB members registered as students or postdoctoral fellows, the ISCB Student Council develops student-oriented activities by providing a framework to support opportunities for the next generation of computational biologists. The “ISCB-SC” is organized and run by student/post doc members of the Society, organizing educational and networking activities during ISMB and other significant activities and events. (See: www.iscbsc.org)